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Component 2: Graphic Communication
Standard Mark – 64

AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 TOTAL

Mark 16 16 16 16 64

Level 6 6 6 6

Just 
exceptional 
ability

Just 
exceptional 
ability

Just 
exceptional 
ability

Just 
exceptional 
ability

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:

Insightful  Accomplished

Powerful



Examiner comments
This Graphic Communication Component 2 submission consists of an A4 poly-folder and a series of 3 A4 physical collages, in response to 
the 2023 externally set theme of ‘Lock’. Within the 10-hour period of sustained focus, the candidate creates a triptych of digital images 
that are printed as A2 posters. The work reflects the characteristics just within Performance Level 6, Exceptional.

The candidate creates a design brief in response to the ESA theme; to create a series of posters that attract an adult audience, reflecting 
the horror genre. A visit to the V&A museum supports the candidate to develop inspired ideas and to write an insightful analysis of the 
poster design ‘October’ by Leonid A Voronovs (1927). The graphic work of designer Jan Lenica is reviewed, where the candidate 
demonstrates an accomplished level of critical understanding: “The use of silhouettes and pattern emphasises the focal point of the man. 
Positive and negative space is used to create a dynamic illustration. The poster has a minimal colour palette, using green to represent a 
key part of the movie’s storyline.” 

A series of experiments with physical and digital collages are created, underpinned by the candidate’s accomplished photographs that 
focus on the theme of ‘horror’. Alongside hand-cut collages are powerful digital compositions that reflect an exceptional ability to select 
and experiment with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes. 

The candidate makes an accomplished observed drawing of padlocks using a stippling technique inspired by designer George Hardie, 
who used this technique to mimic a low-resolution effect in his designs. Further investigations are made into Film Noir, and concepts and 
ideas are evaluated through insightful annotation.

Image banks of laser cut silhouettes and photographs are created and used to explore a range of compositions in preparation for the 10-
hour period of sustained focus. Here, in response to the original design brief, a series of 3 powerful posters is created using ideas and 
concepts considered during the prepatory period. These digitally designed posters are printed on A2 glossy paper and demonstrate an 
accomplished understanding of visual language through the application of formal elements.
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